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The Twelve Steps of 

Processed Food Anonymous  

1. We admitted we were powerless over processed 

food — that our lives had become unmanageable.  

2. Came to believe that a Power greater than 

ourselves could restore us to sanity.  

3. Made a decision to turn our will and our lives 

over to the care of God as we understood Him.  

4. Made a searching and fearless moral inventory 

of ourselves.  

5. Admitted to God, to ourselves, and to another 

human being the exact nature of our wrongs.  

6. Were entirely ready to have God remove all 

these defects of character.  

7. Humbly asked Him to remove our 

shortcomings.  

8. Made a list of all persons we had harmed, and 

became willing to make amends to them all.  

9. Made direct amends to such people wherever 

possible, except when to do so would injure them 

or others.  

10. Continued to take personal inventory and when 

we were wrong promptly admitted it.  

11. Sought through prayer and meditation to 

improve our conscious contact with God as we 

understood Him, praying only for knowledge of 

His will for us and the power to carry that out.  

12. Having had a spiritual awakening as the result 

of these steps, we tried to carry this message to 

processed food addicts, and to practice these 

principles in all our affairs.  

 

The Twelve Traditions of 

Processed Food Anonymous  

1. Our common welfare should come first; personal 

recovery depends upon P.F.A. unity.  

2. For our group purpose there is but one ultimate 

authority — a loving God as He may express Himself in 

our group conscience. Our leaders are but trusted 

servants; they do not govern.  

3. The only requirement for P.F.A. membership is a 

desire to stop ingesting processed food.  

4. Each group should be autonomous except in matters 

affecting other groups or P.F.A. as a whole.  

5. Each group has but one primary purpose — to carry 

its message to the processed food addict who still 

suffers.  

6. A P.F.A. group ought never endorse, finance, or lend 

the P.F.A. name to any related facility or outside 

enterprise, lest problems of money, property and 

prestige divert us from our primary purpose.  

7. Every P.F.A. group ought to be fully self-supporting, 

declining outside contributions.  

8. Processed Food Anonymous should remain forever 

nonprofessional, but our service centers may employ 

special workers.  

9. P.F.A., as such, ought never be organized; but we 

may create service boards or committees directly 

responsible to those they serve.  

10. Processed Food Anonymous has no opinion on 

outside issues; hence the P.F.A. name ought never be 

drawn into public controversy.  

11. Our public relations policy is based on attraction 

rather than promotion; we need always maintain 

personal anonymity at the level of press, radio and films.  

12. Anonymity is the spiritual foundation of all our 

traditions, ever reminding us to place principles before 

personalities.  

 

 



 

 
 

 
 

The P.F.A. VOICE 

Committee Welcome  

Greetings everyone to the sixth edition of Processed 

Food Anonymous’ newsletter, P.F.A. VOICE. We 

are filled with excitement and gratitude to introduce 

this newsletter aptly themed, ‘Honesty, Open-

mindedness, and Willingness’.  

Recovery in P.F.A. brought about by the Grace of 

God, has provided us all with opportunities for 

change and growth. Following on from our previous 

five newsletters, this sixth edition continues to 

underpin new beginnings for us all who were 

otherwise lost in the disease of processed food 

addiction. 

P.F.A. VOICE brings another means for all members 

to share with each other their message of recovery 

from the disease of processed food addiction. We 

invite you to continue to contribute your experience, 

strength and hope via stories, articles and poems, or 

by other creative means to express your voice. 

Please submit your writing or art to P.F.A. VOICE at 

pfavoice@pfaws.org. 

It is with the greatest humility that we, the P.F.A. 

VOICE Committee, serve you as our fellowship 

continues to grow. 

 

Love in Service, 

 

P.F.A. VOICE Committee 

 

 

P.F.A. VOICE Statement of Purpose 

P.F.A. VOICE is written, illustrated, edited and read by P.F.A. members and others interested in recovery 

from processed food addiction. We offer our experience, strength and hope communicating through written 

words to the fellowship of P.F.A. and other interested parties. 

 

Articles are not considered statements of P.F.A. policy or endorsement, and neither endorses any particular 

opinion or article. P.F.A. VOICE understands that we treat our disease individually one day at a time. 

 

 

Our primary purpose is to abstain from 

processed food, and to carry the 

message of recovery to other 

processed food addicts 
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Honesty, Open-Mindedness & Willingness 
 

I was thinking about writing on just one topic and then I started thinking they all work 

well together for my recovery: 

 

Firstly I had to get enough honesty to start at Step one. I had to put the processed food 

down and get honest with someone about my ingesting. I had never done that before. 

Yeah, I told doctors that I drank a little or I smoked a few cigarettes, but I never told the 

real truth about how much I really consumed, let alone how much processed food I was 

stuffing into my body. I was too ashamed. I couldn't wait, I just had to have it in my 

system. I bought a whole mandarine cake and a bottle of custard on my way home from 

work. The plan was to get a bowl and cut up the cake, pour some yoghurt on top and eat; 

it was half consumed by the time I reached the front door. I used to sneak food when I 

was little putting it down my knickers and hiding it so no one would see I was taking my 

drug. I was completely powerless over processed food from such a young age. Over the 

years in program I have become more honest in my life, especially when it comes to 

processed food.  

 

Secondly, when I knew that I had been defeated by the processed food and I could see 

other people living a purposeful life, I became open-minded that this program of 

recovery actually worked. I started to learn that I had a disease, a chronic illness that 

could not be cured, just put into remission one day at a time (ODAT) if I put the 

processed food down. I could see it working in others’ lives but I really didn't think it 

could actually happen in mine.  

 

Thirdly, I had to have the Willingness to work the program. I had enough self-will that 

was for sure, but I just didn't think I could ever get abstinent. With a lot of patience and 

persistence from an abstinent, sober member helping me to understand that I had a 

disease and that I wasn't a bad person, I was just very, very sick. Chronic! I thought there 

was no hope, that I wouldn't get well. I just kept showing up and treating my disease and 

I had enough willingness to get well. Processed food addiction is a chronic illness and I 

felt that there was no hope for me, but, I'm here today to tell my story, and if I can get 

well, you can too.     

 

Shandell, Brisbane, Australia. 
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“To Thine Own Self Be True” 

 
I always thought of  myself as an honest person, and others would have told you 
the same. Growing up I was described as “sweet,” “kind,” “naïve” and “innocent.” 
Nobody knew, including myself, that I had a fatal disease that would later be 
identified as “processed food addiction” or “peínamania.”  
At the age of 39, when I began treatment and for the first time really started to 
learn about my disease, was the first time I saw that I had no idea what honesty 
was. I started to see how I was dishonest, first and foremost with myself. It went 
hand-in-hand with my low self-esteem, but it went deeper than that. I would 
deny myself and put others’ needs before my own, to the point that I was dying 
but that didn’t matter, as long as I felt others’ needs were being met.  
This played out in all my relationships and I was oblivious to what was going on. 
When it came to romantic relationships, I could not understand why the men I 
kept choosing did not want to commit but were happy to have a physical 
relationship with me, no strings attached. I knew in my heart I wanted more and 
deserved more, but I was powerless and dishonest with myself. Within my family 
dynamics, I could not speak up for myself and my passive nature was 
overshadowed by my father and brother’s strong personalities. Even as an adult, 
I felt like a child when I was around my family; I never grew up.  
When I did my 4th and 5th steps in Processed Food Anonymous, I began to see the 
truth and it hurt. I was also told by a recovery buddy that I was the common 
denominator – ouch! You mean to tell me it wasn’t the fault of others, that I played 
a part in it?! I began to get honest with myself and that was the first step, to be 
aware of what was going on. I then needed to, and continually need to, ask God 
for help in removing these defects, one of the most prominent for me being 
dishonesty.  
 
Today I am continually learning how to be true to myself and I get lots of practice 
at it. I get to practice with my recovery buddies, co-workers, supervisor, 
employees and strangers on the street. It is the most liberating thing to be able to 
say no or not respond to a text/email – without feeling guilty – because no 
response IS a response. It is pure freedom to be able to express  my needs and 
thoughts without fear of being judged and knowing that I don’t owe ANYTHING 
to ANYONE. Today I know my worth through my relationship with God. My 
relationship with Him, in turn, allows me to have a relationship with others. I am 
truly learning, “To Thine Own Self Be True.”  
 
Sheri, Baltimore, USA 
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Experience, Strength and Hope: The Catchcry for 

this Processed Food Addict! 
 

“I will focus on the strength found in my recovery…” 

 

The strength not to ingest processed food comes from God and God alone I believe. The 

obsession was removed from me; there was no human power that could have taken the 

obsession away; I was beyond human aid. I was given the strength to seek treatment, 

continue with treatment when it was tough and to go back to treatment after a break and 

not doing well, as I come to understand that I was still was trying to run the show. 

 

The strength of the fellowship of Processed Food Anonymous (P.F.A.) has sustained me, 

kept me in the rooms and continues to humble me many times. Hearing about the God of 

peoples’ understanding and how He works in others’ lives, gives me strength to continue 

and encouragement to ask for what I need. It gives me the strength to take my recovery 

out of the rooms and into my life, work, family and relationships, and the strength 

continue this journey one day at a time without having to worry about processed food. 

That is the biggest miracle in my life today. 

 

If I keep doing today what I did yesterday I don’t need to ingest again, and I am 

promised a life of sane and happy usefulness – just for today.  

 

Love to all my fellows both in and out of the P.F.A. fellowship. 

 

Julia, Perth, Australia.  
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General Area Assembly Service 

My experience as chair of the General Area Assembly has been very rewarding as I 

continue to grow spiritually. More importantly, as I participate and do my part in giving 

service I reap the spiritual rewards of recovery, continued abstinence, and an increasing 

ability to face life on life’s terms.  

Chairing the General Area Assembly has made me more aware of how crucial 

communication is in is to upholding all the Traditions and in particular, Tradition One: 

“Our Common Welfare should come first; personal recovery depends upon P.F.A. unity.” 

Communication begins at my home group level at the monthly group conscience. If 

anything arises from the group conscience that may need more guidance then the G.S.R. of 

my homegroup brings the matter at hand to the G.S.R. Area Assembly meeting which is 

also attended by G.S.R.s from other P.F.A. meetings globally. Additionally, General Area 

Assembly meetings are bi-monthly to discuss the communication from their home group.  

P.F.A has many different service committees such as P.F.A. VOICE, P.F.A. Web, P.F.A. 

International Convention/Regional Forums Committee, P.F.A. Archives, P.F.A.W.S and 

P.F.A.G.S. Part of the G.S.R.s service role is to relay any upcoming information presented 

from any of these service committees back to their respective homegroup.  

I continue to find it is a humbling experience being of service to my fellow recovery 

buddies as we continue to grow individually and collectively in these formative years of 

P.F.A.  

Together We Can  

Love and In Service,  

Karen, Baltimore, USA  

Chairperson General Area Assembly 
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Tradition One: 

“Our common welfare should come first; personal recovery depends upon P.F.A. 

unity.” 

 

Tradition One is of vital importance for the unity and growth of P.F.A. Our lives and 

those for the future depend on it. Without it, P.F.A. would cease to exist. Our whole 

P.F.A. program is founded on the principle of humility, that we align our will with 

God’s will, that each of us sees ourselves as we really are.  Seeing our buddies as they 

really are enables us to be harmonious. “Together We Can.” 

Yes, our/my common welfare MUST come first; personal recovery depends upon my 

unity with my fellows, which can only ever be underpinned by me picking up the 

principles (which were given to me in their entirety when I was getting well) and 

implementing them in my daily life, come what may. Do I belong to a home group in 

P.F.A. today? You betcha! “Together We Can…” 

 

Below is a Traditions checklist from the A.A. Grapevine which was originally 

published in conjunction with a series on the Twelve Traditions that began in 

November 1969 and was completed in 1971. Originally intended for individual use, 

many A.A. groups have since utilized them for learning and understanding purposes. 

For the processed food addict ––Practicing “ALL” of our principles, including the 12 

Steps and 12 Traditions, setting a foundation to seek further understanding of the 12 

Concepts which support P.F.A.’s third legacy, service. 

 

Practice These Principles.... 

Tradition One: Our common welfare should come first; personal recovery depends 

upon P.F.A. unity. 

 

1. Am I in my group a healing, mending, integrating person, or am I divisive? What 

about gossip and taking other member’s inventories? 

2. Am I a peacemaker? Or do I, with pious preludes such as “just for the sake of 

discussion,” plunge into argument? 

3. Am I gentle with those who rub me the wrong way, or am I abrasive? 

4. Do I make competitive P.F.A. remarks, such as comparing one group with another 

or contrasting  P.F.A. in one place with P.F.A. in another? 

5. Do I put down some P.F.A. activities as if I were superior for not participating in 

this or that aspect of P.F.A.? 

6. Am I informed about P.F.A. as a whole? Do I support, in every way I can, P.F.A. as 

a whole, or just the parts I understand and approve of? 
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Tradition One 



 

 

 

 

7. Am I as considerate of P.F.A. members as I want them to be of me? 

8. Do I spout platitudes about love while indulging in and secretly justifying behavior 

that bristles with hostility? 

9. Do I go to enough P.F.A. meetings or read enough P.F.A. literature to really keep 

in touch? 

10. Do I share with P.F.A. all of me, the bad and the good, accepting as well as giving 

the help of fellowship? 

 

Karen & Karren-Lee. P.F.A.G.S. service representatives; USA and Australia 

respectively. 
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POST CONFERENCE REPORT 

 
 

 
 
Event Summary 
Conference Organisers 

➢ Processed Food Anonymous Annual General Service Committee (P.F.A.G.S.)  

➢ Processed Food Anonymous International Convention Committee (P.F.A.I.C.)  

Funding Support 
➢ No funding support was needed 

Venue 
➢ The National Institute of Peínamania™, Balmoral, Queensland, Australia 

Overview 
The second P.F.A. General Service Conference was held 26/27 February 2022 

(USA/Brisbane respectively). Processed food anonymous committee members 

gathered to share their annual reports for the past year 2021-2022, and visions 

for the upcoming year 2022-2023. 

Of importance was the P.F.A.G.S. committee presentation of ‘Processed Food 

Anonymous’ Four Legacies’ – ‘Recovery, Unity, Service, and Love’  as well as the 

adoption of P.F.A.’s hashtag, ‘Together we can’.  

Additionally, the 2021 P.F.A. service structure was amended to reflect P.F.A.’s 

growth over the past 12 months specifically the inclusion of the P.F.A. Public 

Information committee (P.F.A. P.I.). Furthermore, under P.F.A.W.S. the Finance 

branch was omitted for now however, it was envisaged that this may be short 

term and can be reinstated as and when the position is needed for P.F.A. to 

operate financially in the business realm. 

The Group Liaison Officer has been removed as the position became obsolete and 

has been absorbed by the G.S.R. Area Assembly.  

The P.F.A. General Service Board position holders primarily Chair, Vice-chair, 

Secretary and Treasurer encompass the service positions of P.F.A. trusted 

servants. Of note, the P.F.A.G.S. chair shared the vision of more service 

representatives serving at the P.F.A.G.S. service representative level in the future.  

The terms of service for the current P.F.A.G.S. committee serving on P.F.A.G.S. 

board was confirmed to be 2 x 3 yr. terms running consecutively from 

23/02/2021. In addition, the P.F.A.G.S. board has made a note for incoming 

board members be voted in by the trusted servants of the P.F.A.G.S. committee, 

bearing in mind Concept four. After serving a term voted by the committee, 
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board members will have the option of being voted in and inducted as a trusted 

servant by the P.F.A.G.S. board members.  

Overall, the Second Annual P.F.A. General Service Conference was once again 

effective and successful. As Chair of P.F.A.G.S. I would like to thank all P.F.A. 

Service Reps. for making the 2nd P.F.A. General Service Conference, February 

2022 a success. Your attendance and enthusiasm, underpinned by much 

gratitude continues to shine through. Unknowingly, the four legacies of P.F.A., 

recovery, unity, service and love were apparent as we all came together in 

fellowship under the banner of P.F.A.’s 2nd Tradition.  

 

P.F.A. and the Service Committees 
P.F.A. continues to grow hence our Fellowship was ready and able to take on 

more responsibilities to ensure further growth. This second P.F.A. General 

Service Conference represented our service representatives coming together 

once again annually with P.F.A.’s board of trustees and thus assume direct 

responsibility for the guardianship of P.F.A. Traditions and 12 Concepts and the 

future direction in the upcoming year – 2022-2023 of our principal service 

affairs. The deliberative body known as the P.F.A. General Service Conference is 

made up of elected area delegates from the USA and Australia.  

 

The P.F.A. Service Committees are:  

Processed Food Anonymous General Services Committee (P.F.A.G.S.) 

Processed Food Anonymous World Service Committee(P.F.A.W.S.) 

P.F.A. WEB committee (P.F.A. W.C.) 

P.F.A. VOICE committee (P.F.A. VOICE) 

Processed Food Anonymous International Conventions committee (P.F.A.I.C.)  

P.F.A. Archives (P.F.A. Arch.) 

P.F.A. General Area Assembly committee (P.F.A. G.A.A.) 

P.F.A. Public Information committee (P.F.A.P.I.) 

Once again, the one-day conference (held over two time zones) with global 

attendance (Saturday 26 Feb. – USA participants; Sunday 27 Feb. – Australian 

participants) P.F.A.G.S. brought together all P.F.A. members who serve P.F.A. 

from the business side of the organisation.  These services, whether performed 

by individuals, groups, or P.F.A. as a whole, are ultimately vital to our existence 

and growth. Additionally, taking guidance from our father fellowship A.A., P.F.A. 

continues to apply the acronym ‘keeping it simple silly’ (KISS) hence these 

service arms are of the utmost importance to us as a fellowship as we continually 

try to abolish any complications and confusion that may arise in the future. 

The objective of this conference was twofold: 

1. To continue to foster: 
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a. Communication and discussion whilst strengthening connections 

between all the unique and different committees and their services 

needed for the continued growth of P.F.A. as a whole. 

b. To reach the sick and suffering processed food addict yet to hear a 

message of recovery.   

c. To continue to establish visions and goals for the next 12 months whilst 

upholding P.F.A.’s 12  Traditions and 12 Concepts whilst ensuing 

Charters are a primary driver of this Conference. 

d. To establish a spiritual foundation founded on recovery, unity, love and 

in particular service for P.F.A. as we move forward to the 22nd Century 

and beyond. 

i. This spiritual foundation was further established with the 

adoption from P.F.A.G.S. service committee P.F.A.’s four legacies 

‘unity, service, recovery and love’. 

 

2. To allow all service committee members to come together; liaise with each other 

whilst networking and simultaneously learn and understand the duties and 

responsibilities of other committees. Simply, to provide an opportunity for 

fellowship beyond the home group level fostering motivation, inspiration and 

aspirations among our fellowship.  

 Conference Format 

The one-day conference (held over two time zones) comprised an opening 

meeting with P.F.A.G.S. Chair addressing the conference with a warm welcome 

and an official opening of the second P.F.A.G.S. service meeting. Each service 

committee chairperson was to submit and present an annual report of their 

activities for 2021-2022. 

The majority of the conference was made up of individual committees coming 

together to do a brief meeting primarily discussing their visions for 2022-2023 

and noting any service positions that needed rotation or incoming service 

representatives.   

This year’s format differed in that the conference continued on with service 

representatives breaking for lunch when not required to attend their service 

committee meetings.  The conference concluded with P.F.A.G.S. Chair once again 

addressing the service committees, thanking everyone for their attendance and 

service and reiterating the Four Legacies of P.F.A. The Conference closed with 

the confirmation of dates and times for the upcoming third P.F.A. General Service 

Conference which will be held 25th and 26th February 2023. 

 

Conference Theme 
P.F.A.G.S. adopted hashtag# ‘Together We Can’. Once again bringing together 

each individual P.F.A. service committee at the one time, day, place. The focus is 

the magnitude of this being P.F.A.’s Second General Service Conference.  

Central themes and questions included: 
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1. How can we attract more P.F.A. members to do service beyond their home 

group? 

2. Addressing service requirements for each committee – are they being adhered 

to? If not, bring it to the attention primarily of the committee and if needed to 

P.F.A.W.S. 

3. 7th Tradition – changes in the 21st Century – specifically electronic 7th Tradition 

donations 

4. P.F.A. World Service Business Structure changes and growth. 

5. Updating the 2022-2023 edition of P.F.A.’s General Services manual – reflecting 

the changes over the past 12 months.   

Registrations 
Registration for the conference was underpinned by P.F.A. service committee 

members committing to their specific service roles and duties. One being; to 

attend the P.F.A.G.S. annual conference (Brisbane, Australia) whilst serving in 

their role.  Hybrid attendance and participation at the Conference was offered for 

those who could not attend in person, that is, via the Zoom conference platform. 

Future registrations will hopefully include many more P.F.A. service 

representatives from many diverse areas of the globe. 

 

Conference Recordings, Media & P.F.A. Diplomacy 
Conference recording, media or any audio or visual records of the event were not 

conducted. Given this being P.F.A.’s second Business Conference, electronically 

recording the conference is an item to be taken to P.F.A.G.S. for the next 

conference, Brisbane, 2023. Furthermore, minutes of all committee meetings 

were taken and are available for distribution to any interested P.F.A. service 

representatives and members.  

 

Summary 
The conference came to a close with one of its highlights –– the writing of P.F.A.’s 

Four Legacies: ‘Recovery, Unity, Service and Love.’  Furthermore, the post-

conference focus is to update the P.F.A. General Services manual (2022-2023) 

and publish it as an eBook. In particular, it is envisioned the eBook is to be 

accessible to all P.F.A. members whether currently doing service or pondering 

such action.  Fundamentally the aim is for all P.F.A. members  wanting 

information and guidance beyond the homegroup level. 

In the future we hope and pray that the proven immense success –– establishing 

a record of advisory actions that have served the Fellowship well during our 

early growth years will continue to be upheld during these intervening years of 

growth and development.  
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P.F.A. General Service Conference. Feb. 2022 
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Processed Food Anonymous’ Four Legacies: 

RECOVERY, UNITY, SERVICE, LOVE 

The P.F.A.’s four legacies – recovery, unity, service and love were 

conceptualised from the diamond shape of the P.F.A. logo and represent P.F.A.’s 

vision – a global presence in the four corners of the world: North, South, East and 

West. These four legacies are all encompassing of P.F.A.’s 12 Steps, 12 Traditions and 

12 Concepts and are founded from the 12 Step program of Alcoholics Anonymous 

(A.A.), an instrument that was spiritually formed on the kinship of common suffering 

and social action. Likewise, P.F.A.’s legacies are also founded on a social movement 

that continues to pioneer the recovery from processed food addiction, that hitherto 

continues to be one of the greatest public health debates of the 21st Century.  

Our four legacies were formed from our past experience, strength and hope 

with the vision to continually pave the way for those that have not yet found a solution. 

‘Together We Can’… the tagline of P.F.A.’s four legacies (proposed and adopted at 

P.F.A.G.S. mtg. #10, 4/5 Feb. 2022) it is imperative that one must have an 

understanding of what our four legacies mean. That is, to be part of the many 

opportunities to do service, unite with each other, recover together, and experience the 

love we have for each other which exudes from the Higher Presence that presides over 

us all. In our fifth year of carrying ‘the’ message, and our second P.F.A. World Service 

Conference, these four legacies are presented to the fellowship of P.F.A. ever 

reminding us of the responsibility for P.F.A.’s growth is based firmly upon spiritual 

principles – one day at a time.  

RECOVERY 

RECOVERY is our first legacy of the four essential cornerstones that serve as 

the foundation of P.F.A. This legacy bears witness to our own personal journey – from 

the depths of despair to a life better than we could have imagined or hoped for.  

What is recovery? Primarily it is weighted on acceptance to one’s inner most 

self of having suffered from the disease of processed food addiction. In other words, 
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we all experience the mental twist and the physical allergy; typically, our lives become 

unmanageable. In the context of P.F.A., the journey of recovery begins by primarily 

swallowing and digesting the somewhat unpalatable truth of being a ‘real’ processed 

food addict. That is, having suffered from a mental obsession so subtly powerful that 

no amount of willpower, or human power, could change our predicament we finally 

found ourselves in. This is closely followed by an insatiable physical allergy of the 

body to go on ingesting to the point of destroying our own lives; ultimately, leading to 

self-destruction which goes contrary to our human nature for survival. Any illusion or 

subliminal preconceived notion that one day we will be like other people, has to be 

destroyed. 

At last, enslaved by the tremendous pounding administered by processed food, 

we walk through a one-way door of desperation, conceiving the much-needed open 

mindedness for the grace of God to expel such a fatal obsession. Self-preservation 

provides the essential catalyst for us to cooperate unconditionally with our Makers 

desire to free us from our self-inflicted bondages. Leading to the ultimate recovery, we 

surrender our old way of life to a new life – a life of freedom –  we no longer need to 

or want to ingest processed food – at long last, we are restored to sanity.  

Self-searching underpins our continued recovery paths as we find out how our 

instincts for survival were barely functioning under the influence of processed food, 

leading to our emotional deformities. The path to contented and sustained abstinence 

hinges on our willingness to seek the removal of these defects, akin to seeking 

restoration to sanity from our disease of processed food addiction. Recovery in its 

entirety would not suffice unless we come to terms with forgiveness of people, 

institutions or principles who block us off from the sunlight of our Inner Spirit. Thus, 

walking this far over the Bridge of Hope towards the desired shore of faith we begin to 

experience some of the promises of this journey becoming a reality in our lives – we 

start to comprehend the meaning of the words awe-inspiring, unbelievable, wonderful, 

marvellous, supernatural and  miraculous which blessedly compels us to keep on 

going.  

We now find ourselves prospering and  flourishing as we endeavour to live our 

newfound spiritual way of life under all conditions. We start to really know the 
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meaning of ‘But for the Grace of God go I’ in all areas of our lives. And, not to lose 

sight of this fact, ‘recovery continues to breed up among us a fellowship bound 

together by an invisible language of our hearts, a language of love like no other’ as 

only we know what it took to escape such a fatal malady and what it takes to keep what 

we have – fundamentally, we must give it away. To be gifted with such a precious gift 

‘recovery from the fatal disease of processed food addiction’ it is just as imperative we 

continue to keep our own houses in order. This we do as we all join together to practice 

the 12 spiritual principles in every all facet of our lives. 

Our first legacy brings us grave responsibility; fortunately, in recovery we 

come to find we have great faith too. Recovery boiled down is when one processed 

food addict talks to another that the seed of hope is planted. Yes indeed, we need other 

processed food addicts, just as much as other processed food addicts need us. This 

mutual ‘give-and-take’ ‘take-and-give’ is at the very heart of all of P.F.A.’s carrying 

the message of ‘recovery’ to the next suffering processed food addict. For this ‘we are’ 

responsible…  

“I am responsible when anyone, anywhere reaches out for help – 

 I want the hand of P.F.A. always to be there. And for that I am 

responsible.” 

UNITY 

UNITY is the second legacy of the four essential cornerstones that serve as the 

foundation of P.F.A. Simply, processed food threatens the individual, but we know that 

it cannot destroy our common welfare. If we cannot recover together in unity, our 

fellowship dies, and we may die along with it. Closely following off the back of 

P.F.A.’s first legacy ‘recovery’, a discovery is made – that most individuals cannot 

recover unless there is a P.F.A. group. A lone member maybe isolated at sea, in a 

solitary vocation or kept separated by a global pandemic but notably, this is only a 

physical separation. We of P.F.A. are privy to understanding our separation at that 

moment is purely physical, and that we know our ‘mates’ may be as close as our next 

layover. More importantly, we are certain that God’s grace is just as much with us 

wherever we are as with our fellows back at home.  
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The 21st Century Society we live in today appears to have so many problems 

which either stem from or are exacerbated by ‘lack of unity’ – but not so with our 

fellowship. Here, in P.F.A., we experience that special quality that makes our 

Fellowship so unique – it is the seal that holds our society together.  Hence making 

‘Unity’ our second precious legacy, we are reminded of how important unity is to our 

fellowship. Fostering unity in these unprecedented times brings its own challenges. 

However, wisdom and experience demonstrates that as we work and live the 12 

spiritual principles, as well as continue to gain a greater understanding of the spirit of 

P.F.A.’s 12 Traditions and as we all come together and practice the principles of our 12 

spiritual Concepts both within and outside of our P.F.A. life, we all will be doing our 

part in fostering unity and so help ensure the future of P.F.A… Simple, but not easy… 

From P.F.A.’s inception, wisdom tells us that P.F.A. is something exceptional 

when it comes to a solution to sustained recovery from processed food addiction 

however, it is also something that can be lost if we don’t remain unified in purpose. 

Tradition 1, “OUR common welfare should come first,” is a stark realisation for the 

self-centred processed food addict, and yet over time we come to understand the 

absolute gift we receive in being a small part of a greater whole; we are no longer 

square pegs in round holes as we begin to experience the feeling of belonging. It is a 

bond fashioned out of our shared experience and it is critical for us if we hope to 

experience continued abstinence and a contented useful life – a new life where the 

promises of our program come into fruition. Not one soul is ever in charge or no one 

person makes any decisions solely for P.F.A. as a whole. Unity is presented in every 

facet of the P.F.A. structure. We ALL come together whether it be at a group, G.S.R., 

or World Service level. Unified decisions are made as we allow God to speak through 

our group conscience.  

The long form of P.F.A.’s Tradition 1 states:  

“Each member of Processed Food Anonymous is but a small part of a 

great whole. P.F.A, must continue to live or most of us will surely die. 

Hence, our common welfare comes first. But individual welfare follows 

closely afterwards.” 
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With that being said, we in Processed Food Anonymous are brought together 

by a common bond. We were suffering in pain and were desperate for a new way of 

life. In P.F.A. we unite as a whole, work the 12 Steps, then the 12 Traditions and 

finally the 12 Concepts; soon enough we discover this new way of life fosters a desire 

to learn how P.F.A. functions and continues to survive which is through nothing more 

than unity. At this point in time, our desire for service festers and we look for 

opportunities to give back. We volunteer to do our small but rather significant role in 

service – our third precious legacy.   

SERVICE 

SERVICE is our third cherished legacy of the four essential cornerstones that 

serve as the foundation of P.F.A. It is the instrumental tool for spiritual maintenance. 

Just as the aim of each P.F.A. member is to experience continued abstinence brought 

about by treating one’s disease and practicing living a spiritual program of recovery on 

a daily basis, the aim of our third legacy ‘service’ is to bring contented abstinence 

whilst familiarising  P.F.A. members as a whole with P.F.A.’s 12 Steps, 12 Traditions 

and 12 Concepts. Ultimately, service aims to bring within its reach all who want to be a 

part of our wonderful fellowship.  

While P.F.A. has to function, it must at the same time avoid wealth, prestige, 

and power, the three great dangers which necessarily tempt nearly all human societies. 

P.F.A. is a society without organisation, animated only by the spirit of service – a true 

fellowship. If nobody did the groups’ chores, if the area’s phone rang or message banks 

were unanswered, if we did not reply to our emails, then P.F.A. as we know it would 

stop. Our communication lines with those who need our help would be broken. 

Therefore it is now clear that we ought never to name boards to govern us. It is equally 

clear however, that we shall always need to authorise workers to serve us. Here we 

discriminate between the spirit of vested authority and the spirit of service, concepts 

which are sometimes poles apart. It is in this spirit of service that we elect the P.F.A. 

groups informal rotating committees, the intergroup associations of the area, and the 

General Service Conference for P.F.A. as a whole. Our Trustees started out as 

independent bodies however today they are directly accountable to our fellowship. 

They are the caretakers and expediters of our world services.  
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How much territory does a service action take in? The answer is simple: P.F.A. 

service is anything or whatever legitimately helps us to reach our fellow sufferers. As 

we have seen, the 12th step call – sharing one’s recovery message is one of the greatest 

of P.F.A. services. However, the publicity that caused the prospect to get in touch with 

us, the car we rode in, the petrol we paid for, and the bottles of water we bought her, all 

of these aids were necessary to make our call possible and effective. And this is only 

the start. Our services involve meeting places, hospital co-operation, ingroup offices, 

and literature distribution – pamphlets and books. Services can require committees, 

delegates, trustees, and conferences. They include small voluntary money contributions 

so that the group , the area, and P.F.A. as a whole can function. They range all the way 

from the greeter at the P.F.A. meeting to P.F.A.’s general service headquarters for 

national and international action. The sum of all these services is our third legacy. Such 

services are utterly necessary to P.F.A.’s existence and growth. Yearning for 

simplicity, we often wonder if we could not do away with many of P.F.A.’s present 

services. Wouldn’t it be wonderful to have no bother, no politics, no expense, and no 

responsibility? But this is only a dream about simplicity; it would not be simplicity – in 

fact, without its essential services, P.F.A. would soon become a formless, confused, 

and irresponsible anarchy.   

Regarding any particular service, we need to ask only one question. Is this 

service really needed? If it is not, then let it be eliminated. But if it is needed – then 

maintain it we must, or fail in our mission to those who want and seek P.F.A. In our 

infancy and over the last five years, we have been working towards trying to determine 

which services were needed. What is the test of  P.F.A. service? Whether it is a book, a 

newsletter i.e., P.F.A. VOICE, a translation, a service conference, or a 5th anniversary 

convention, the principle is the same; the test is identical: do we need this particular 

service or do we not? This is the only question. The answer is as simple as: 

The  P.F.A. PRINCIPLES OF SERVICE: ( Expressed in the 12 Steps and 12 

Traditions) 

Each P.F.A  group has but one primary purpose–– to carry its message to the 

P.F.A. who still suffers. 

Every P.F.A. group ought to be fully self-supporting. 
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Processed food anonymous should remain forever nonprofessional. 

P.F.A. as such ought never be organised, but we may create service boards or 

committees directly responsible to those they serve. 

Our leaders are but trusted servants; they do not govern. 

We try to carry this message to processed food addicts and to practice these 

principles in all our affairs. 

LOVE 

LOVE is P.F.A.’s fourth invaluable legacy of the four essential cornerstones 

that serve as the foundation of P.F.A. One Universe, One Fellowship, One Voice – 

from our Heart of Hearts… Love. We started out from our predecessors expressing one 

of the four absolutes of recovery in the early years  being ‘love’.  We have each 

experienced in our own right P.F.A.’s great disciplinarians, that being great suffering 

and great love – we have no others… 

The 12 Steps themselves are the essence of P.F.A. They are the tried-and-true 

directions providing members a path to lasting abstinence, ultimately coming to a place 

to understand they are being Intrinsically guided toward a new way of life. Love 

expresses itself in many forms in the fellowship of P.F.A. and without love – an inner 

empathy and compassion, there would be no place for the sick and suffering processed 

food addict; in essence there would be no P.F.A.  

We primarily experience love as we share our stories of experience, strength 

and hope – carrying the message of recovery. This message we got to experience and 

pass onto others stems from the unconditional love we all received from our Higher 

Power, God. Without His love there would not be a message of recovery, there would 

be no sustained recovery,  there would be a loveless society. There is no message to 

carry if it is not nurtured by love – giving of our precious time to another; listening and 

identifying as we gain their confidence – a language of ‘love’ that only another 

processed food addict can understand. Our fellowship is in principle a life-giving, 

therapeutic circuit of love embedded in the unconditional love of God’s creation and 

His people by way of availing ourselves of His love for us.  
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A loving God ‘speaks’ to us in many languages, in many cultures, and via a 

myriad of spiritual channels. The expression, ‘God as I understand Him’ is perhaps the 

most important expression of love breathed into those of us who in the beginning were 

quite wary of how we could possibly love and be loved. Within the scope of these five 

spiritually significant words is the inclusion of a multitudinous degree of faith, together 

with the positive assurance that each of us may start off with our own conception of 

faith, no matter how limited it is. Some of us have crossed over to the shore of faith by 

the valuable supplemental expressions of God – a Higher Power, a Power greater than 

ourselves, the Great Reality, Creative Intelligence, Spirit of the Universe, Supreme 

Being and the like. And yet for those who deny or earnestly doubt a deity, these 

expressions are the well-trodden footpath alongside many roads that help the 

unbeliever take their first simple step into a reality. A reality previously unknown; the 

realm of faith which brings about another tightly concealed offspring of faith – the 

inner connection of love; first for each other, then for ourselves and finally we come to 

experience and know for a fact that central to our lives today is the total assurance we 

feel an inner light beginning to shine from within us, which is accompanied by 

serendipitous life changes. This is the miracle of it all –  something we hope others do 

not miss out on. 

Lest we forget where we have come from physically, mentally, and spiritually; 

we suffered greatly from the horrific lashings that processed food bestowed on us, 

many times contrary to our will. Then the mental torture set in…leaving us to suffer 

from a supersensitiveness that never seemed to leave us; feelings of inferiority which 

were inflated by our childish demands whilst advancing in us the insatiable, abnormal 

craving of self-approval, self-control and success in the eyes of all we came into 

contact with. Seen in this light, powerless and finally desperate, it is no wonder we 

who had so many problems which were multiplying daily in those last weeks and 

months of a deep and seemingly bottomless chasm – whether ingesting or not, sought 

help from those who understood our plight. Once again, reiterating the glue that bound 

us together in our first days of hope and the unusual experience of being loved and 

accepted unconditionally, we come full circle, as now our lives illuminate a dimension 

of living, which will forever be underpinned by our fourth most treasured legacy, love.  
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Taken together, the 12 Steps, 12 Traditions and 12 Concepts of P.F.A. embody what 

we are now presenting here today. Processed food anonymous’ four legacy’s, 

recovery, unity, service and love. Today, the fellowship of P.F.A.s’ greatest 

responsibility by far is to continue to pass on these four legacy’s in the name of one 

processed food addict helping another processed food addict to receive our most 

treasured gift – a fellowship anchored in a Higher Power – God – lovingly protecting 

us as He keeps the mental obsession and physical allergy at bay, one day at a time. 

Together we can…  
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 The Twelve Concepts of Processed Food Anonymous  

1. The final responsibility and the ultimate authority for P.F.A. world services should always 

reside in the collective conscience of our whole fellowship.  

2. The final responsibility and authority for P.F.A. services rests with the P.F.A. groups. Any 

changes proposed to the Twelve Steps, Twelve Traditions, or Twelve Concepts, requires approval 

by a majority of global P.F.A. groups, which serve as the active voice and effective conscience of 

P.F.A. as a whole in global affairs.  

3. The P.F.A. groups delegate to the World Service structure the authority necessary to fulfill the 

responsibilities assigned to it.  

4. Effective leadership is well respected and is based on ‘trusted servants’ whom relinquish any 

right of authority. Responsible leadership roles and responsibilities should be carefully thought-

out when selecting trusted servants.  

5. Throughout our World Service structure, a traditional “Right of Appeal” ought to prevail, so 

that minority voices will be heard and individual complaints receive painstaking deliberation, 

without fear of reprisal.  

6. The World Service Structure recognises that the chief initiative and active responsibility in 

most world service matters should be exercised by the trustee members of the World Service 

Conference acting as the General Service Board.  

7. The World Service Conference recognises that corporate documents (i.e., World Service 

Bylaws, Policies and Procedures) are legal instruments, empowering the trustees to manage and 

conduct world service affairs.  

8. P.F.A. funds are to be used to further our primary purpose, and must be managed responsibly.  

9. Good service leadership based on tolerance, responsibility, flexibility and tiered vision, is 

imperative for all future functioning and safety of P.F.A.. The primary world service leadership 

once exercised by the group of members who founded P.F.A. must necessarily be assumed by the 

World Service Board of Trustees.  

10. Every service responsibility should be matched by an equal service authority —the scope of 

such authority to be always well defined whether by tradition, by resolution, by specific job 

description, or by appropriate charters and bylaws.  

11. Our World Service structure depends on the integrity and effectiveness of our 

communications.  

12. General Warranties of the Conference: In all its proceedings, the General Service Conference 

shall observe the spirit of the P.F.A. Tradition, taking great care that the Conference never 

becomes the seat of perilous wealth or power; that sufficient operating funds, plus an ample 

reserve, be its prudent financial principle; that none of the Conference members shall ever be 

placed in a position of unqualified authority over any of the others; that all important decisions be 

reached by discussion, vote, and, wherever possible, by substantial unanimity; that no Conference 

action ever be personally punitive or an incitement to public controversy; that, though the 

Conference may act for the service of Processed Food Anonymous, it shall never perform any 

acts of government; and that, like the Society of Processed Food Anonymous which it serves, the 

Conference itself will always remain democratic in thought and action. 
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Processed Food Anonymous Meeting List  

 
 

MEETINGS: AUSTRALIA  

Day Time     
Brisbane, 
AEST 

Type of meeting Details 

Monday 7 pm Phone: Big Book Ph. (03) 9028 0260    

Access code: 863749# 

Monday 7 pm Face to Face: Big 
Book BRISBANE 

Bulimba Community Centre 
1 Barramul Street 
Bulimba, Brisbane QLD, 4171 

CONTACT: 0430 000 762 for exact location 

Wednesday 9 am Phone: Big Book Ph. (03) 9028 0260    

Access code: 863749# 

Thursday 8 am Phone: 12 Steps 
and 12 
Traditions 

Ph. (03) 9028 0260      

Access code: 863749# 

Thursday 7 pm Phone: As Bill 
Sees It 

Ph. (03) 9028 0260    

Access code: 863749# 

Thursday 7 pm Face to Face: As 
Bill Sees It 

Yokine Baptist Church 
50 Frape Avenue,  
Yokine, PERTH WA 6060 
 
CONTACT: 0411 838 144 

Thursday 7 pm Face to Face: As 
Bill Sees It 

Bulimba Community Centre 
1 Barramul Street 
Bulimba, Brisbane QLD, 4171 
 
CONTACT: 0411 838 144 

Saturday 9 am Phone: Big Book Ph. (03) 9028 0260    

Access code: 863749# 
 

Sunday  
(every fortnight) 

8 am 

 

Phone: Language 
of the Heart 

Ph. (03) 9028 0260    

Access code: 863749# 

Current meeting times as at April 2022. Please see website        

processedfoodanonymous.org for current meeting times. 
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Processed Food Anonymous Meeting List 

 
 

MEETINGS: USA  

Day Time     
Baltimore, 
EST 

Type of 
meeting 

Details 

Monday 5 am Phone: Big 
Book 

Ph. (667)-770-1669 

Access code: 863749# 

Tuesday 7 pm Phone: Big 
Book  

Ph. (667)-770-1669 

Access code: 863749# 

Wednesday 6 pm Phone: 12 
Steps and 12 
Traditions 

Ph. (667)-770-1669 

Access code: 863749# 

Thursday 5 am Phone: As Bill 
Sees It 

Ph. (667)-770-1669 

Access code: 863749# 

Friday 7 pm Phone: Big 
Book 

Ph. (667)-770-1669 

Access code: 863749# 

Saturday  
(Bi-weekly) 

6 pm Phone: 
Language of 
the Heart 

Ph. (667)-770-1669 

Access code: 863749# 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Current meeting times as at April 2022. Please see website 

processedfoodanonymous.org for current meeting times.  
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Declaration of Unity 

This we owe to P.F.A’s future: to place our common welfare first; to keep our fellowship united. 

For on P.F.A’s unity depend our lives, and the lives of those to come. 

 

 

P.F.A. Preamble 

Processed Food Anonymous is a fellowship of men and women who share their experience, strength, 

and hope with each other that they may solve their common problem and help others to recover from 

processed food addiction. 

 

The only requirement for membership is a desire to stop ingesting processed food.  There are no dues 

or fees for P.F.A. membership; we are self-supporting through our own contributions.  P.F.A. is not 

allied with any sect, denomination, politics, organisation or institution; does not wish to engage in 

any controversy, neither endorses nor opposes any causes. 

 

Our primary purpose is to abstain from processed food, and to carry the message of recovery to other 

processed food addicts. 
 

 

I am responsible 

I am Responsible.  When anyone, anywhere, reaches out for help, I want the hand of P.F.A. always to 

be there.  And for that:  I am responsible. 

 

 

       

 

Serenity Prayer  
God grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change, courage to change the things I 

can, and wisdom to know the difference. 
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